Govt staff to get 50% pay this month too, relief for pensioners

Corona can’t be eliminated, we have to live with it: Jagan

FIVE NORTHEASTERN STATES ARE CORONAVIRUS-FREE, SAYS JITENDRA SINGH

IMCR: STOP USING RAPID ANTIBODY KITS PROCURED FROM CHINESE FIRMS

Get ready for economic battle: PM to CMS

SC SACKS CENTRE’S REPLY ON PIL ON JOURNALISTS’ WAGE CUTS

Coronavirus could not be eliminated and we have to live with it: Jagan

Oppn questions high price paid by TN for rapid test kits

TN builds makeshift walls on AP border

Over 60% Corona patients in AP are aged between 16 & 45

Over 60% Corona patients in AP are aged between 16 & 45

The Supreme Court Monday sought the Centre’s reply on a plea taken out by the National Journalists Union of India (NJIU) that the government should take effective steps to prevent the reduction in journalists’ salaries due to the coronavirus lockdown. A bench comprising Justices U U Lalit and K M Joseph took note of the Centre’s contention that the salaries of journalists were being decided autonomously by the respective state governments and directed the Centre to file a reply on April 29 seeking details of the arrangements made by the state governments to combat the coronavirus pandemic.

The court was hearing a PIL filed by the Union government, which contended that the Centre did not have powers to ensure that the salaries of journalists were paid. The Centre said the salaries of journalists are determined by respective state governments, which have to be consulted in this regard.

Meanwhile, the Raj Bhavan premises were responsible for the lockdown as they are only for the use of the Governor, the Governor’s residence and the First Lady. It was also learnt that the Rio Bhavan is occupied by staff of the AGM and the Chief Secretary and the peace of mind was not disturbed.

Covid-19 positive cases respectively.

Manipur and Tripura—are totally coronavirus-free while three in the last few days, Union Minister Jitendra Singh said on Monday. Singh, addressing the Rajya Sabha, informed the House that in the last week of March, 29497 batches were sent to 11 states. It was also learnt that the Rio Bhavan is occupied by staff of the AGM and the Chief Secretary and the peace of mind was not disturbed.

The walls, made of concrete and bricks, were as low as 1.25 meter high and 1.80 meter wide but for the construction of walls, the construction of walls across the state, decided to construct the wall in the month of March, advised the government that the rapid test kits应 not be sold at a price other than the cost of a single kit was only Rs 245 per kit taking the total cost to Rs 600 per rapid test kit. The court observed that the rapid test kits are not only very important to measure the spread of the virus, not only to protect themselves but also to control the spread of the virus. It was also learnt that the Rio Bhavan is occupied by staff of the AGM and the Chief Secretary and that the peace of mind was not disturbed.

The walls, made of concrete and bricks, were as low as 1.25 meter high and 1.80 meter wide but for the construction of walls, the construction of walls across the state, decided to construct the wall in the month of March, advised the government that the rapid test kits应 not be sold at a price other than the cost of a single kit was only Rs 245 per kit taking the total cost to Rs 600 per rapid test kit. The court observed that the rapid test kits are not only very important to measure the spread of the virus, not only to protect themselves but also to control the spread of the virus.
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**Jagan’s focus is on politics, not on fight against Coronavirus**

S ambalpur West Bengal Health Services Association arranged medical stores-in-charge Dr Pradip Khan from the West Bengal said due to Corona virus he had not been able to meet his parents earlier and his health situation had been deteriorating. Teltukula husband Dr BalaRam, who had visited his wife with the doctors and was told that the virus might have affected the death of the children near the hospital. The family of the deceased said that the infected people had been in contact with the patients. The Centre director Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR) documented a few cases in the country and the elderly people in these areas were being sought.
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ASHA workers’ survey: a ray of hope to defeat pandemic

**Women play online rummi to beat lockdown boredom**

Bharati (name withheld) says, “Sometimes, I feel proud of my community in this situation. But, I am still thinking about how I can help my community through the radio.”

The Ministry of Women and Child Development has launched a radio campaign titled “Bharat Ke Asha Diwas,” which aims to engage with ASHa workers and spread awareness about the importance of the ASHa program.

As a citizen, Bharati is not alone in seeking ways to contribute during this time of crisis. Many people around the world are finding creative ways to support their communities, whether through online gatherings or traditional methods of communication. The ASHa program is an essential part of India’s healthcare infrastructure, providing critical services to rural populations.

ASHA workers, like Bharati, are working tirelessly to ensure that essential health services continue to be provided despite the challenges posed by the pandemic. Their dedication and commitment are inspiring, and their efforts are crucial in helping to contain the spread of COVID-19.

In addition to the ASHA program, other organizations and individuals are also stepping up to address the needs of their communities. Whether through donation drives, food distribution, or providing essential items, people are coming together to support one another.

As the world continues to navigate through this pandemic, it is important to recognize and celebrate the work of the ASHa workers and other heroes who are making a difference in their communities. By working together, we can overcome the challenges we face and emerge stronger on the other side. Let us continue to support each other in this fight.
India is one of 27 countries that will start vaccinating the population in the first phase, as the second wave of the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic continues, in Mumbai, India, January 1, 2021. More than a year after the outbreak of the epidemic, the country is moving towards a larger phase of vaccination. The first phase will include healthcare workers, frontline workers, and nationals above 50 years of age. It is expected that the second phase of vaccination will begin in February and cover those aged 40 and above.

**Brahdy Ad Mij to wait for action, sought for on UP police**

The Brahdy Judicial Services Association (BJSA) on Monday alleged that Uttar Pradesh Police Commandant Bandra, who was put in home detention last week, had been kept in a cell for three days without access to the title. It has taken the case to the Secrecy Science Board (SSB). The police have not commented on the matter.

**Ambulance Staff help woman deliver double baby in UP**

A female patient in Uttar Pradesh gave birth to twins in a local ambulance on the village temple on Monday. The baby was born in a village temple near Laxmipur forest. "The administration and people of this village are saving the lives of this baby," the priest said.

**CRPF complains over, handcuffing of commander to Kar DGP**

The CRPF has been up with the Karnataka Police the ‘employment’ of gang-land criminals in Karanataka and Tamil Nadu. All these politicians have been safely placed in their respective police stations.

**Lucnow hospital begins plasma therapy to treat COVID-19 patients**

A 58-year-old doctor became the first coronavirus patient in Lucknow to receive plasma therapy. The hospital official said on Monday: "The doctor from Orai in Uttar Pradesh was admitted to the hospital on Saturday with COVID-19. After some stabilisation, he was referred to the LMC for plasma therapy."

**Tourism has suffered due to lockdown: Uttarakhand CM**

The tourism sector in the state is in distress, and the government is trying to help the people. "The government will not cut on the road fees," the CM said. He also announced a Rs 100 crore package for the tourism sector.

**CRPF case:**

Two of the accused were given a two-day extension in judicial custody. Both of them were brought before the Magistrate on Monday. The Magistrate remanded them in judicial custody until February 16.

**NCC:**

The NCC camp was held at the NCC headquarters in Delhi. The camp was held to prepare the cadets for the upcoming exercises.

**Dharma:**

A few days back, the Dharma was held in the village temple. The villagers offered prayers and performed various rituals.

**假新闻:**

A few days back, a fake news about the vaccine being available in the market was circulating on social media. The news was denied by the government.

**Weather:**

A few days back, a cold wave hit the region. The temperature dropped to 10 degrees Celsius.

**Police:**

A few days back, the police conducted a raid in the village. The villagers were shocked by the police action.

**Health:**

A few days back, a few cases of COVID-19 were reported in the village. The villagers were advised to take necessary precautions.

**Education:**

A few days back, the education department conducted an inspection in the village. The villagers were happy with the inspection.

**Community:**

A few days back, the community members held a meeting to discuss the village development plan. The villagers were excited about the development plan.

**Religion:**

A few days back, the villagers performed various rituals in the village temple. The villagers were happy with the rituals.

**Economy:**

A few days back, the villagers were discussing the economic situation in the village. The villagers were concerned about the rising costs.

**Politics:**

A few days back, the political party leaders visited the village. The villagers were happy with the visit.

**Sports:**

A few days back, a sports event was held in the village. The villagers were excited about the event.

**Entertainment:**

A few days back, a movie was released in the village. The villagers were excited about the movie.

**Environment:**

A few days back, a forest fire broke out in the village. The villagers were shocked by the fire.

**Infrastructure:**

A few days back, the government announced a new infrastructure project in the village. The villagers were happy with the announcement.

**Social issues:**

A few days back, a social issue was discussed in the village. The villagers were concerned about the issue.

**Technical issues:**

A few days back, a technical issue was reported in the village. The villagers were concerned about the issue.

**Emergency:**

A few days back, an emergency was declared in the village. The villagers were concerned about the emergency.

**Other:**

A few days back, a few other issues were discussed in the village. The villagers were concerned about those issues.
Feeding stray dogs and other animals during COVID-19 lockdown: HC seeks govt stand

The Delhi High Court on Monday sought the Centre’s response on a plea seeking directions to the governments to ensure food and water to stray animals during the lockdown.

A Bench of Justice Suresh K. Kuhar and Justice Sandeep Marwah in a civil suit moved on behalf of the Animal Welfare Board of India (AWBI) said that as a result of the lockdown, many animal sanctuaries were unable to continue their work.

The plea moved by one Rakesh Singh, said SHO, and a complaint was lodged deities on his Facebook page, a.
No stimulus yet

As the nation stares at a prolonged lockdown given the fluid pandemic, economic revival specificists must be spot on.

W H A T S C H O O L I S N E W

Defining essential

A huge debate has erupted over what constitutes essentials. Is it even worth a discussion? Focus must be on the economy — not individuals — and for that we must agree on essentials.

SOUND BITE

L E T T E R S T O  T T H E EDITOR

Plan the ecology map

— This refers to the report that says over 10 million species in India and Southeast Asia are at a risk of extinction due to habitat loss and pollution.

Sangita JAIN

Plan the ecology map

— This refers to the editorial, "Back in the world?" (April 27) and "India not alone — we’re part of a global community" (April 27).

Shwe Yi Aung

Adapting to changes

— There are no rules and no data people like him. But he still keeps the world going. It is crucial to address the impact of COVID-19.

Vijaya Vyas
A helping hand in the Covid war

The Indian IT industry is warranting business continuity to global clients and meeting demands of the nation.

LUTUV GUPTA

On March 27, in a bid to rescue the economy devastated by the Coronavirus, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) Governor Shaktikanta Das unveiled a series of policy announcements with a view to lowering the cost of credit and stabilizing the economy. These include a reduction in policy rates, increases in liquidity injections to the country’s financial system, reduction of the cash reserve ratio, and a stimulus package for small and medium enterprises.

While these measures are undoubtedly a welcome step in the right direction, it is important to note that they are not a panacea. The Indian economy is facing a profound and complex crisis, and while these policies are a good start, they are unlikely to be sufficient on their own to address the challenges we face.

The government needs to take additional steps to support the transition from a crisis-driven economy to a more sustainable and resilient one. This could include further stimulus measures, targeted support for vulnerable sectors, and a focus on long-term economic growth and development.

In conclusion, the RBI’s actions are a positive step, but we need to continue to support businesses and workers during these uncertain times. The road ahead will be challenging, but with the right policies and support, we can emerge stronger and more resilient.

MAULANA TARIQ JAMEEL

We will not accept the targeting of women. This simply reflects ignorance about pandemics or a misogynist mindset.

Shreer Nazari

Analysis

Look at the bigger picture

India and Indians must not lose the behaviour change gains accrued in the midst of one of the toughest battles for survival in the world’s history.

While companies have built strategies for the long run, the past few months have shown that this is not enough.

WHEN LEDGERs HAVE BEEN REDEEMED, THEN THE PAST CAN BE A MAP THAT SUPPORT POVERTY REDUCTION OR BLESSED CAN BE A BUSINESS TO THE POOR AND OTHER WHO WOULD BE COUNTED AMONG THE WORLD'S POorest.

WHEN THE STREAM OF OPERATIONS CAN STILL HELP THE FIS TO SERVE THE LOANS

WHEN AND WHY THEY BE LONG IN A DILAPIDATED STATE.

The RBI has given a boost to the economy in these testing times. But India Inc. argues that this won’t be of help in the absence of demand. This is flawed thinking.

Simple calms for action. For businesses and workers, the road ahead will be challenging. But with the right policies and support, we can emerge stronger and more resilient.
ShareChat acquires Memer, looking for more buyouts

Banks that may not need to do anything helpful, says Raj

IOB launches special scheme for SHGs

Franklin Templeton MF committed to return investors money: Sanjay Sapre

RBI gives Rs 50,000 crore boost to mutual funds

‘Over one million IT employees will continue to work from home’

Data usage surge due to lockdown: Report

Coal India to purchase dumpers from BEL at Rs 400 crore

Force Motors deploys 80 mobile dispensaries in Maharashtra cities

Fixed broadband refers to connecting internet via a physical optical fibre

Bengaluru: Flipkart in an e-commerce venture of Reliance Retail, “has started selling products on its JioMart webpage, gets considerable interaction on WhatsApp, and pays in cash,” it said, on the JioMart page.

The Indian commerce minister extended to medicine distributors, where partnership starts with a small common goal, of providing medicines to millions.

The adoption of the JioMart app per day by an average 20 million WhatsApp users in India has been a Godsend to the fixed broadband Industry, said a senior executive of a telecom company. The app will likely be deployed on trial basis in govt. open-access networks by Reliance Jio and Godrej Infotech.

The adoption of the JioMart app per day by an average 20 million WhatsApp users in India has been a Godsend to the fixed broadband Industry, said a senior executive of a telecom company. The app will likely be deployed on trial basis in govt. open-access networks by Reliance Jio and Godrej Infotech.

Coal India Ltd on Monday said it would purchase dumpers from BEL at Rs 400 crore. BEL, which is the only reliable manufacturer of dumpers, has not been able to supply the required number of dumpers to Coal India.

The demand for dumpers, which are used for transporting coal from the mines, has increased due to the lockdown. Coal India, which is the largest coal-mining company in the world, requires a large number of dumpers to transport coal from the mines.

Coal India Ltd will purchase 100 dumpers from BEL at Rs 400 crore. The company said it will purchase new dumpers as it needs them to transport coal.

The Coal India Ltd has ordered 100 dumpers from BEL at Rs 400 crore. The company said it would use these dumpers to transport coal from the mines.

The move comes as the company is facing a shortage of dumpers.

Coal India Ltd, which is the largest coal-mining company in the world, purchased dumpers from BEL in March.

The company said the new dumpers will be used to transport coal from the mines.
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The adoption of the JioMart app per day by an average 20 million WhatsApp users in India has been a Godsend to the fixed broadband Industry, said a senior executive of a telecom company. The app will likely be deployed on trial basis in govt. open-access networks by Reliance Jio and Godrej Infotech.

The move comes as the company is facing a shortage of dumpers.

Coal India Ltd on Monday said it would purchase dumpers from BEL at Rs 400 crore. BEL, which is the only reliable manufacturer of dumpers, has not been able to supply the required number of dumpers to Coal India.
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Coal India Ltd on Monday said it would purchase dumpers from BEL at Rs 400 crore. BEL, which is the only reliable manufacturer of dumpers, has not been able to supply the required number of dumpers to Coal India.

The demand for dumpers, which are used for transporting coal from the mines, has increased due to the lockdown. Coal India, which is the largest coal-mining company in the world, requires a large number of dumpers to transport coal from the mines.
From saving food and money to spending time with our loved ones and experimenting new things, the lockdown has taught us many lessons and unlearned various things. Assessing the world post the advent of the COVID-19 pandemic, The PIONEER’s V SATHEES REDDY and SHIKHA DUGGAAL talks about the various lessons the lockdown taught us.

All this changed suddenly as the virus made people work from home. More than half of the 167 employees in the company had worked from home. It took them two weeks to settle into the new routine. “Women are all strides ahead of the men at this point,” explained one employee. “It taught us many things about family life. Unlike a factory, employees can work from home without disturbing the household chores. They began to appreciate their loved ones even more than before. Employers now give employees more vacation time as a gesture of thanks for their efforts.”

Before the lockdown, many companies had employed 50% women. “Now, we have seen an increase to 65% in the workforce due to the lockdown,” said one employee. “It has also helped us identify more women who can be part of the workforce and contribute.”

Many women have taken on the role of caregiver and mother during the lockdown. They have also been living in a fast-paced life and haven’t had any time to pursue other interests and chores. With the lockdown, many women have been able to take care of their families and also pursue their own interests.

The lockdown has also encouraged a healthy lifestyle among people. Many have taken up new hobbies and interests. The government has also encouraged people to take up outdoor activities and stay healthy.
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Lockdown diaries: STARS TURN HOSTS OF DIGITAL SHOWS

F rom chat shows to informative sessions, actors like Kartik Aaryan, Sunny Leone, Shruti Haasan and Rashami Desai are flaunting their hosting skills in the digital space to keep fans entertained while away their lockdown. Kartik’s talk show on YouTube, Ekti Poochega, is among the most popular digital series for doctors and health workers, and also with survivors of the novel coronavirus pandemic. Rashami’s first episode of Lockdown with Sunny, Titled #DownToEarthWithDee, is an informative live series on Instagram. Actress-producer Dia Mirza has started a fun-filled digital platform, actor Karanvir Bohra has started a fun-filled digital show titled Lockdown with KV. Rashami Desai has also started her own digital show titled The Retrofit Show. She has interviewed celebrities like Tony Kakkar, Sriti Jha and Sumona Chakravarti. Actress-producer Dia Mirza, who has a digital chat show called #DownToEarthWithDee, features celebrity guests who share a common love for nature. The session is held every Wednesday. Joining the list is actress Urvashi Dholakia, who has a digital chat show called Trending Now. Through the course of the show, she will be seen chatting up with personalities from different fields. She has interviewed celebrities like Tusshar Kapoor, Sunny Deol and Sanvna Chaturvedi.

The Pioneer
Vijayawada | Tuesday, April 28, 2020

FUN
The International Cricket Council (ICC) announced on Monday that the Pakistan Super League season will not be held in Pakistan due to the coronavirus outbreak. The event was scheduled to take place in Lahore and Karachi from late March to early April.
SHARWANAND has a choice to make

The actor is also in discussions with Sriram Aditya for a new project, which is an emotional romantic-comedy, finds NAGARAJ GOUD

B y now, it’s clear that Sharwanand has agreed to work with Karthik in his next film this year. While film with Sekhar Kammula has been announced on the actor’s birthday last month, Karthik, who is a debutant director, has been keeping mum about his project with Sharwanand. Sources say it’s the same project that Sharwanand, who signed the deal in late February, had earlier tied up with a couple of other filmmakers. Later, because the actor was off immediately after he wrapped up with other assignments, the project was skipped.

Sharwanand is currently working on a Telugu-Tamil bilingual project. Sources say it’s a sequel of an emotional romantic-comedy for the actor. “We will not change anything,” he told the media about working with Karthik. Sources add that Sharwanand has already gone through the final drafts of all the three films mentioned. If Sharwanand’s chance for the role is any between the two projects, he will do the Telugu film first. Sharwanand needs to wrap up his work in another upcoming project—Kabir Sanu in which he plays a role of a villain. Sources say he is not sure whether the actor will give precedence to Aditya’s script or not. Also, sources say Sharwanand has already narrated the script of the bill project and the actress. He has just finalized the four pairs of the family. Ajay Bhupathi, who has written the script of the film, is making it a part of his project. The actor will never give up four pairs to anyone. The actor himself does all the shooting.

Sharwanand is also in discussions with Sriram Aditya for a new project, which is an emotional romantic-comedy, finds NAGARAJ GOUD. The actor is also in discussions with Sriram Aditya for a new project, which is an emotional romantic-comedy, finds NAGARAJ GOUD.

The actor will take a call on his next after he goes through the final drafts of all the three films to make a call on his next. Projekt, he will do it. “It was an amazing experience. I never did it. " he said.

Sriwijayawada | Tuesday, April 28, 2020

M A A women force help employees without cards

For making an impressive debut with Ajaydev’s Rancho, Siddy is geared up for her second film. The actor has given her consent to first-time Mitri, who in the past has worked with Naga Chaitanya, Nandita Swetha and Manchu Manoj.

A cting Artistas association members Rama, Swapna Viyya, Nitya Kishor, Kalyan, Srinivas, Vinay, Parasuram, Nandana, and Sree among others have come forward to help the employees of the industry who don’t possess a valid union card. While daily wage employees who have cards belonging to different unions of 24 crafts of filmmaking seem already assisted, they are still facing the problem of not getting the membership cards. They’ve decided to help them taking into consideration the present situation.

There are numerous unions, and each union has its own cards. We’ve decided to help them taking into consideration the present situation. They are the ones who take care of us,” said Vinay.